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Figure 3a/b Photogrammetry using an iPhone with 80 geospatial images developed suitable contours for post processing use to develop 3D 
printing STL files. (Images courtesy of Clare Murray, 2017) 
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Introduction 
Radiation therapy involves the delivery of high energy X-rays to human tissue at a dose level that is tumouricidal.  X-rays deposit their maximum energy at a depth below the tissue surface.  
Bolus is a tissue equivalent product that functions in radiation therapy to manipulate the dose deposition to align with the skin surface.  The practice of creating bolus and shielding materials 
used in radiation therapy was first described by Jüngling in 1920 cited in Vyas et al. (2013), in the following fifty years there were limited reported developments until the early 1970’s (White, 
1973, 1978).  
 
The use of 3D printed accessories has been investigated for radiation therapy use since 2014 (Kim et al.). The different printers and techniques involved to create devices for stability, 
radiation dose manipulation and shielding has led to a milieu of methods that often do not correlate to one easy to follow program.  Within the Bachelor of Radiation Therapy at QUT students 
become proficient in mould room practice. Manual techniques are demonstrated and enable students to develop hands-on skills in creating bolus and evaluating the practical applications of 
the created material and adapting it to clinical use.   The International Commission of Radiological Units (ICRU 23) states: 
 
 ”Bolus is a tissue substitute placed next to the irradiated object to provide extra scattering or build-up or attenuation in the beam. Its purpose is usually to even out the irregular  
 contours of the patient in order to present a plane incident surface to the beam.” 
 
The aim of this research is to investigate the integration of 3D printing into the Radiation Therapy undergraduate program at QUT and ultimately into the clinic. 
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Figure 1a Bolus created clinically using dental wax and “Adapt it” pellets.  70o mould temperature needs to cool for approximately 20 
minutes.   Figure 1b Monaco planned dosimetry. Figure 1c Digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR) of bolus in situ during treatment. 
Methods 
The aims of this project are to investigate alternate methods that allow students to 
evaluate the best practice of creating useful radiation therapy devices using 3D printers 
and embed this knowledge into the teaching program.  The Biofabrication and Tissue 
Morphology group at QUT are comparing scanning processes using structured light (Figure 
2a, b) to Photogrammetry with a mobile phone (Figure 3a, b). This provides the potential 
to improve the customisation of bolus and impact on patient outcome.   
 
Conclusion 
The pedagogical transformation of the current manual processes within the curriculum 
towards 3D printing will enhance the quality and application of teaching.  This is an 
exciting opportunity to engage students in learning that can be applied to  real-world 
clinical practice. Transitioning capable students from the university classroom to the clinic 
prepared with the skills to advance patient care by using 3D scanning and printing, we 
believe will provide superior treatment options and patient outcomes. 
 
Figure 2a structured light patient scanner produced suitable contours for use in developing 3D printing files 
Figure 2b STL file exported from structured light scan into Blender® without post processing demonstrating the ridges in the external contour 
that is not the true contour. 




Patients are simulated (prepared for radiation therapy treatment) with personalised 
masks that are heated to above 70o and are placed directly onto their skin surface to 
shape and set rapidly (Figure 1).  The patient is clipped down to the treatment headboard 
for 15 to 20 minutes whilst the additional bolus material is again heated to above 70o and 
then allowed to cool whilst being hand shaped on the patient to the predetermined, 
bespoke dimensions of the treatment area.   
Discussion 
Challenges identified in the initial scanning processes included the need to post process 
the information in several software programs to smooth informational noise from the 
acquired data and create STL files suitable for use in 3D printing. When this STL file is 
printed, the ridges associated with the mesh software and the resolution of the 3D printer 
can also impact on the finished outcome. (Figure 2b).  Any data edited needs to be 
justifiable and scrutinised to ensure the true external contour is not jeopardised in any 
manner.  This is critical for radiation therapy treatment planning to ensure accurate 
dosimetry representation.  
3b 
3D bolus is customised changing the 
surface shape to allow for tailoring of 
dose distribution (green line) 
Standard bolus gives a covering 
but a non conformal isodose 
surface is produced (red line) 
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